Australia is that the further north you get the further north you want to go'. With luck, we will be taking that sort of journey this evening.
The title of this excursion into the literature and art of North Queensland (north from and including Mackay that is) comes from one of the four books by Edmund James Banfield that were inspired by his long sojourn on Dunk Island. This was, amiably enough, Tropic Days, Thrillers, children's books … North Queensland has also been visited by drop-ins who might have been enticed into print or paint therefore, but who did not choose to stay for long. They Some of these painters came to North Queensland during and because of the Second World War, which was a signal enabling, and happily harmless experience for them. In various ways, then, and when they returned, they were 'escape artists' (in the title phrase of Gavin Banfield's life is overdue for fresh remembrance. On Dunk he would no longer find 'the pleasures of the absolute freedom of isles uninhabited, shores untrodden'. Indeed he never had, for the Djiru people had fished there for thousands of years before Banfield withdrew from the world to create an idyllic, but strenuous life on the island. This was his sea-change, one that allowed him to find how 'Nature, not under the microscope, behaved', this from his refuge within the Barrier Reef's 'shield of shimmering silver'. 'island people' that 'they tend to sit and look out into space -they might be thinking of a big fish, or maybe nothing at all'. As with Crooke, war service brought Friend to Thursday Island, or in his case, back to it. At the end of 1946 Friend was again in Malaytown, before proceeding to Thursday Island. He thought that its general dilapidation extended to the white inhabitants, 'not that they are picturesquely dirty beachcombers, but that they seem to have a tired and mildewed look'.
While waiting impatiently for a lugger to take him further out into the Torres Strait, Friend worked towards an attitude of accommodation to the tropics that has lost none of its savour, or pertinence. He wrote: 'I had at last reached that saturation point of frustration, change and irritation that comes to all travellers in the tropics when, after long days of dealing with something that isn't there, they must give in -must discard all the frantic activity and planning, and go passively with the tide, becoming a species of Buddhist beachcomber'. But at last he got away, to Darnley Island and then to Murray Island. Of the latter he wrote that it was 'one of those symbolic places that one must somehow get to one day. Like Timbuktu and The notion of 'tropic days' conjures images of warmth and idleness, of reverie, of the flight from the cares and cold of the south, or the north, depending from where you are coming. In Tales from the Torrid Zone: Travels in the deep tropics, the English writer Alexander Frater defined le coup de bamboo, 'a mild form of tropic madness for which, luckily, there is no cure'. The tropics are the latitudes of escape -from work, from domestic responsibility. The ersatz myth-making of travel brochures emphasises these temporary possibilities. Yet the writers and painters whose lives we have mentioned found that North Queensland was the region where they could work most productively. They escaped, but into creative exertion, as much as from irksome calls on their time. Doing so, they spent their tropics days in ways that have enormously enriched Australian culture, its literature and art in particular.
